
Key Words of Conservation
and Environmental Discourse
by Mark Meisner

f here is a growing recognition within the environmental/conservation novenent of the im-
I portance of language. Critical environrnental rhinkers have begrm to realize the limita-

tions of existing vocabularies and ways of speaking for articulating the practical and philo-
sophical dimensions ofanon-mthropocenfric andnon-resoucist sensibility of Nahne. Inother
words, the language does trot se€m to be keeping up with the cbanges in attihrdes, values, be-
Iiefs, and ways of conceptualiting Nature tbat are emerging in such areas as deep ecology and
ecofeminism. This means that those of us who advocate for wild Naftre are forced to continue
using the language of the dominant Westem industdal view of Nature. Often, we do tlis
rmcritically, without even being aware ofthe contradictions inpliedin our word droices. I would
liken environmentalist's present sihration to that of feminists using sexist language.

As a new view or sense of Nature emerges, so too should a language that faithfully articu-
lates and evokes it Until then, old conceps and old words will be needed for the tansitional
discoruse and dance of change. I want, then, to explore here some of the potential
problems associated with sone widely-used words of conservation/environmental
discourse. As well. I will advocate a critical and self-reflective awareness of the [an-
guage being used by Nature advocates.

In his book KelwordJ, Raymond Williams discusses what he sees as the key words
'bf the practices and institutions which we ganp x culhtre ndsaciery." Each of these
words becane significant to him 'because the problems of iti meanings seemed to
[be] inexricably bound up with the problems it was being used to discuss." He de-
fines kelwords thus: 'they are significant binding words in certain activities and their
interyretation; they are significant, indicative words in certain forms of thought."t A
number of tle words Willians considers are releyant to enyironmental discoruse, in-
cluding "erology," and "nauue. " However, it is Williams' observations about the char-
acteristics of keywords that are most important here, sinc€ they suggest why lhe words I am
about to discuss are so impoftant.

Peggy Rosenthal's bo ok Words and Values is a detailed, multi-dimensiolal look at several
clusters of "leatling"- that is normative, positive, appealing - words related to tie ideology of
humanism. The groups of wods she looks at are self-feelings-inner, gowthdevelopm€nt-€volve-
fulfillment-potential, relative-opinion-consensus, and relationship-whole-system-comnunity-
environment, all of which are important for those concemed with transfonning human
relationships with non-human Nature.2 Rosenthal's essays me excellent biogm.phies of the lives
of these and related words.

Dolores laChapelle's Sacred Larul, Sacred. Ser contains an extensive glossary of both fa-
miliar and relatively obscure terms related to deep ecology and neo-pagan spirinraliry She seeks
to reclaim language and offers brief old and/or new dehnitions and evocations of many words.'

Langunge dres not seemto
belceeping up with tlrc
changes in nttitudes,
wlure, beliefs, and unys of
conceptualking Nature
thnt me emuging...
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Finally, I have formd Jobn Bunon's A Drctiorury of Green
/dear to be the most useful of tle environment dictionaries.
His entries show more awareness of the philosophical dimen-
sions of environmentalism than the others I have seen.a

Drawing on these and other diverse sources, I present here
a b,rief critical glossary of wbat I see as some of the keywords
of environmental/conservation discourse.s The notes on these
words are of coruse incomplete, but should serve llre essential
purpose of suggesting why we ought to pay close attention to
how tbese words are used. Pmalleling Williams, I feel these
are words whose meanings form part of the problem of the
antbmpocentsic-resorucist view of Natue, and yet these words
are c€nral to and perhaps even ne{essary (at least for now) for
the discourse of change now going on. I do not attempt clo-
sure with these words, sinc€ to do so would falsify the reality
of their ambiguities and contradictions.

CONSERVATION, CONSERVE, etc. [noun, verb]
'Conservation," along with "preservation,"has been used

in loose and sometimes contradictory ways by those calling
for some sort of action to promote the continuation of some
asp€ct of the natural world. Not only are there no agreed-upon
mnventions for what these words mean, there is also no neu-
tral word to encompass the concepts of "conservation," '[es-
ervation," 'protection," '!aving," and so on.

While definitely a step up from unrestained exploitation
of NaflIIe, the concept of conservation is often associated with
a resourcist view.'?reservation" tends to have fewerresorucist
comotations, but still retains elements of lhis view.

According to John Button, "'conservation' is a difnctrlt
idea to pin down because it has been used as the foundation
for many conflicting views on resource use; like GREEN it
bas political and commercial appeal, and is use needs careful
monitoring.'6 Inderd, "mnservation" sounds well intentioned,
but that may conceal exploitive agendas. For example, the
World. Consematian St/alegy ffid Our Comnnn Future,which
advocate global conservation, have tum€d out to be simply
plans for the technical and economic rafonalization and do-
mestication of Nature. They are anthropocentric-resourcist
docrments which pretend to be about protecting Nature.

'Conservation" implies a concem with wise use and util-
ity. bnplicit in the word is an understanding of the world as a
mllection of resources. Warwick Fox suggests that conserva-
tion derives its meaning from its etymological roots, namely

"con," meaning togelher or with,
and "serve," meaning a slave.
Thus for Fox 'tonservation"
means ile wise enslavement of
aspects of Nature.T John
Livingston puts it a litde more
gendy: 'Very generally, by con-
Yention,'conservation' has
meant the care of 'natural re-
sources' and their protection

from depletion, waste, and dam-
age, so that they will be readily
at hand through perpetuity.'8
Livingston feels that "conserva-
tion" is an easily coopted word.
Furthermore, many people use
"conservation," "preservation,"
and 'lrotecti on" interchange-
ably, thus blurring the distinc-
tions between them,

'Corservation" also covers the thorougbly sensible idea
of using as litde of a "resource" as is required to meet a par-
ticular need. Even an ecocentrist would agree that it is good to
conserve water by using less of it when we showel for ex-
ample. The risk again is in perceiving those things to be con-
served simply as resources, and the use of 'tonservation" as
an all encompassing goal encourages such a view. As
Livingston says, it is the application of the term to all of wild
Natue that is so troublesome.

Thus, when speaking about what humans should do for
Natue, "conservation" should always be clearly defrned, and
accompanied by such other related norms as preservation, pro-
tection, healing, and letting be, although there se€ms to b€ a
gap in the vocabulary here.

PRESERVATION, PRESERVE, etc. [noun, verb]
Quite often 'lreservation" and "conservation" are used

synonl,rnously. Like "corservation, " "preservation" is a loosely
and contradictorily used word. Often thought to mean not us-
ing aspects of Nature at all, the term hrn$ out to be somewhat
less altruistic.

For many people, especially those whose business it is to
exploit 'lesources," preservation has tle negative connotation
of locking Nature away from hrmran use. As Jobn Livingston
says, for them, "preservation smells ofreaction, rebogrcssion,
primitivism, and worse.'' However, in reality many '?re-
served" areas are acnnlly suffering degradation from ever-in-
creasing amounts of so-called non-mnsumptive uses such as
tourism. They are not usually being matedally converted inlo
human artifacts, but they are being degraded nonetheless.

Thus, 'lreservation" is now recognized as a resourcist
term, although less so than 'bonservation." According to
Warwick Fox, the etymology of "pr€serye" suggests that it
"carries tle sense of 'before slavery,' which in tum carries the
suggestion of preventing something from becoming a slave. "r0
For him, preservation means keeping those aspects of Nature
intact so that humans may beneht from them in that stat€.

Like the conservation of those aspects of Nature we must
use, the preservation of aspects of Nature (presumably those
we use in non-transformative ways) is a laudable goal. How-
ever, given the recognition tl|at it too is ultimately resourcist,
it also should be recogniz€d as itradequate otr its own. Conser-
vation md preservation are not enough to the ecocenfiist; there
must also be healing and lening be.
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So, although 'lreservation" may have positive connota-
tioos for Nanle advocates, it is not necessarily the solution,
since resoucism is still implied in the word. However, it may
be a useful word, sinc€ it is recognizable and can be used to
specify the protection of Nanrre from material conyersion. It
also seems less likely to be coopted than "conservation. "

PROTECTION, PROTECT, etc. [noun, verb]
'?ro!ecf'and its derivatives are used in tbe same ways its

'lreserve" and "conserve" and their derivatives too suggest
the idea of acting to see that at least certain facets of Nature do
not entirely succumb to rdmpant exploitation by humans. It is
also used to mean defending Nature. Th€ essential problems
with this word are its arnbiguous meaning, and divergent con-
notatiotrs.

What "potecnng" a[ aspect of Nature means is unclear,
perhaps even less clear than what "conserving" and "preserv-
ing" mean. One would think tbat it is supposed to mean pe-
venting any human use of, and impact on tbose fac€ts of Nature.
In that sense the word has a negative 'locked up resources"
connotatiotrfor would-be usen. For those who advocate such
protection, the word's connotations are more favourable.

Thus there is amtriguity as to whether this word is a meta-
phorical or literal expression. Is Nahue litemlly under attack
from humans, and thereforc in need of potection, or is It only
m€taphorically being atlacked in that humans are using too
many of Its 'lesourc€s," and polluting It too much?

ECOLOGY [noun]
The word "ecology" derives from oecologie, a word,

coined by FrDst Haeckel in 1866. It was derived from the Greet
rcots a,'foJ and ,o8os, togeth€r meaning the study of the house-
hold. Haeckel intended the word to mean 'the science of tle
relations of living organisms to the ext€rnal wodd, their hatri-
tat, customs, energies, parasites, e!c."'r Since then, its mean-
ings have grcwn to cover tbree essential areas: 1. ecology as
way of knowing; 2. ecology as environment or Nature; and 3.
ecology as metaphor, paradigm or worldview. Of concrm are
both the contradictory meanings associated with the word, and
the ambiguous and muddled uses of it.

According to Donald Worster, whose Vsok Nature's
Econonry ts all alrr,ut this, ecology as a way of knowing was
hrst the sndy of 'the economy of nanre" and bas since be-
come even more of a cybemetic economistic science. How-
ever, in parallel, but in contrast to this 'lmperial" ecology was
an "arcadian" tradition which approached the snrdy of Nanue
from a romantic, sympathetic, non-utilitarian and holistic per-
spective. As a way of knowing Nan[e, this might be consid-
ered 'larural history. "

Neil Evemden points out 0nt alltho'rgh these two ecolo-
gies are in frmdamental tension, this has not stopped the envi-
ronmental movement from coDllating them by revering the
holistic ecology while using the scientific ecology to legitimize
the movement's claims.r'? Furlhermore, Evemden arques that

neither of these two ecologies, nor any of the variations on lhem,
can reveal the firth about Nanue, since all "erological knowl-
edge" is a social constnrction of Nahr€.r3 However, as he also
says, trecause of the perception that 'Nah[e knows best, and
ecology knows nan[e," ecology bas come to be a nomlative
conc€Pt. 14

This brings us to the related view that sees ecology as a
metaphor or woddview. Emlogy in this sense is a holistic view
of all Nahue as a web of interdependent relationships. Thus
we have 't'he ecological view," the 'bge of ecology," and the
"ecological paradigm." For example, consider Andrew
Mc[:ughlin's description:

The emerging ecological model involves a fundanental
change in netaphor, danying the metaphor oJ nature as com-
posed of discrele aloms in external rel.ations with each other,
and imagw nature as an inEgruled system, in whicheach Wt
is only what it k invirtuz of its relation to the wholz(s) oJwhich
it is a Wt.ts

The fact that "ecology" is becoming a paradigm is prob-
lematic because, as Evemden and others have shown, what
ecology 'tells us" is not revealed ruh, and as Mclaughlin says,
it remains a conceptual ab6traction. According to Evemd€n,
what seems to be hap,pening here is that the ecological para-
digm is just another case of using Nanre to legitimize and jus-
tify culture, albeit in this case it is meant to suggest an
'environmenrfriendly' culhle.

Compotmding these essential diferences in the meanings
of "ecology" is the fact that the word itself is often used loosely
and ambiguously, making it rmclear which idea of ecology is
being presented. It remains an open question whether these
differencrs of meaning and usage can be resolved. This is an
important word in the discourse, and not one that is likely to
be given up by any of the parties.

EN VIROITIMENT [noun]
ln the past two decades, the word "environmenf'has be-

come the euphemism of choice for those who have forgotten
about "Nature." "Enyironment" and its derivatives are prob-
ably the most widely used of the keywords discussed here, and
yet the telm is unexpressive, vague and problematic. As John
Button says, "enviro n€nt"is a'lnuchused mucl abused word,
almost impossible to dehne.'16 Or, in the words of Stan Rowe:

OJaJI the worfu commonly used in discussions efecologi-
cal integity and deteritralion, "envircnment" is surely the
vagtest. Thal it stands for some-
thing iftrporun, is altested by thz
matry agencies and derylrnents
of Boverrsnenl thal btlsy them-
selves teith managing its parts
and by the amy of environrgn-
mlists eager m deJend them.t2

Rowe also suggests that
"envirotrment" is a weak word
that simply reflects back to hu-
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marls their preoccupation with
themselYes.

Typically, "environrnent"
means the human environment.
however defined. This immedi-
ately makes it an anthrcpocentic
concept, sinc€ it implies tlat "en-
vironment" is that which sur-
rounds humans. It is also
dualistic in that it imptes a sepa-

ration of hu:rirans from "the environment"; "environment" is
that which is extemal to humans. And furthermore, it is a
reification of Nature; it suggests that Nature is a static thing.

Neil Evemden sums this up in the closing paragraphs of
The Natural Alien:

A thc environmentalist is only concerned obout a thing-
ervironment-then that concern is easily resolved, either by
sdegw ing andrepainng that thin8, or by showing that it is
oftto consequence. B*er iron nentalism, inthe deepesl sente,
is nol aboul envbonment. It is not about thws bul relalion-
ships, not about beings but Being, not about world but the in-
separability of self and circumstance. In talking about the
mountain the envilonmentalist seems lo be defending a physi'
cal mtity. But implicitly and. emotionally he or she protesls the
calegolization of 'mountain' -protests the isolation of por-
tbns of the world as things n defend or consume. The envi-
ronmentalist rcsists the circumstance that makes it necessary
to talk about 'environment' at all, and the frst effective aclion
he or she may take is to refuse all association with the term
and its dcrivatives./3

ENVIRONMENTAL [adje-ctive]
As a derivative of "environment," "environmental" is

burdened by the sane problems, arlong with its own ambigu-
ities. 'Environnental" is used in much the same ways as "eco-
logical" to suggest either l. having to do with Nature (i.e. the
environment), as in "environmental protection"; 2. having to
do with hrurun/nonhuman Nature relations, as in "environmen-
tal policy"l and 3. being "green," environment-friendly, good
for Naflrre and so on, as in "environmental action. "

NATURE [noun]
'Nature is perhaps the most complex word in the lan-

guage," according to Ralmound Williams.re Too tue, and not
surprising. The new O4ord English Dictionary e'Jjxy ot "na-
ture" is over two and a balf pages long, and including its de-
rivatives spans roughly eleven pages. Arthur l-ovejoy described
"nature" as a 'lerbal jack of all tades" and noted dozens of
neanings for dre word.'?o Acknowledging these complexities,
I will stick here to several feahnes of 'hature" that are most
relevant to this discussion.

To begin with, what'hatue" means to us is a human con-
struction. As An&6€ Collard nicely sums it up, 'lt is clear that
the word 'nahrre' does not so rnuch define what we see but
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how we see.'z' Definitions of 'hatrue"are therefore arbioary.
Second. in this cultue- 'bature" has become a reified cou-

cept. 'Nature" is tlpically seen as the material world, not as a
proc€ss of ev€nts. According to Williams, it began as a descrip
tion of a quality or process and later became an independent
noun." Collard thinks 'lt is likely that, in its origin, 'nahre'
was not a word in our sense but a statement expressing an ex-
perience of the extemal world. "'?3

Third, 'hanre" is more often dun not used to mean ev-
erything else besides humans and their creations. This, of
couse, is dualistic. To rectify this, it is now said that humans
are "part of'or "in" Nah[e, although that too has its problems
since it implies th,at therefore all hurnan constructs and arti-
facts are of Nature (= natural), mfing it difhcult for people to
argue against certain of those culnral products.

And finally, the word "nature" carries a substandal amormt
of connotative baggage. For example, Stran Rowe describes
someof this as being 'hahrre red in tooth and claw," 'haturc
as capricious and bitchy," and 'hanue as heathen,'2' but there
are also the more positive connotations associated with the
Romantic tradition.

This is an entirely problematic word and yet it is c€ntral
to environmental discourse and ecophilosophy. We need a word
that allows us to talk about the difference between human arti-
facts and constructs and the living world, and we also need a
word to express the fact that humans are an aspect of that liv-
ing world, despite their seeming desire to either eliminate or
domesticate It. Ideally, we would not need such a concept, but
practically, we cannot do without it at the present. Certaioly, in
the short term, the word needs reclairning, redefining, and re-
invigorating.

NATURAL [adjective]
We use 'hanral" to mean many dilTerent lhings. 'Natu-

ral " is the ultirnate essentially contested concept; its meaning
is a matter of ideology. Furthennore, 'hatural" has generally
very positive connotations; it almost always says "tlis is good"
or "this is right." But paradoxically, the natural world seems
largely m object of indifference in this society. In environmental
discourse, fte term usually means of nanue, but since that con-
cept is also so problematic, 'ban[al" <xnies over its difficulties.

LAND, LANDSCAPE [noun]
"[:nd" evokes widely divergent connotations and beliefs.

These range from the view that
all land is sacred and that it is
absurd to tlink humans can own
It, to tlre view that land is sim-
ply real estate. Somewhere in the
middle is the common modern
tend€ncy to indillerence towads
land, which may be the most
dangerous attitude of all.

I cmot provide a definition
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in words that adequat€ly conveys what the land is. The Callns
English DXtionary says it is th€ 'tolid part of the surface of
the earth," but even that is a dec€ption, for land, watel air and
Iiving beings arc all of eactr other; these 'tlements " are always
partaking of each of the others.

Connotatively, 'land'1 meaning depends on attitudes to
Nature. To put it another way, one belongs to The I-and, or
they own this or that land (resorucism), or for them land is just
there, the backdrop to more important things. In the first case,
one cares for and respects The I rnd. In the sscond, one may
care for it, provided that to do so is economically appropriate.
Otherwise, the land-as-property view can lead to absolute ex-
ploitation. In the third case, ignorance and indifferenc€ may
lead to neglect, degradation, and poisoning of the land.

In this society, the latter two meanings prevail. As Ton
Jay points out, 'land's meaning for ts is owned topography.
The idea of property is the wmd's context.'6 For those who
cannot ordo not aspie to'bwn"land, it isjust there. For some,
it is a dumping place, a place to dispose of the unwanted prod-
ucts of tbis society. This land is a reified, separated mmmodity.

For those wishing to advocate an ecocentic sensiblity,
the idea ofThe t-and is fundamental - literally and metaphori-
cally -and powerfully evocative, although diffrcult to express.
Hiking in the mountains or through a forest, one's life may be
put i.uto perspective by the sheer power of The Iad's pres-
ence. This I -qd is the tangible and transc€nding gromd of
experience; this l-and is us.

"I-andscape" is scenery, and a word whose original usage
was !o describe a ttpe of painting. Thus, a landscape is a vi-
sual resource. "}ansformed to a thing and remote from per-
sonal involvement, landscape becomes objectified and
mnsurnable.'26 This is not to deny the possibility that we may
perceive and experience beauty in all of Nanre; the dilliculty
is that beauty is culturally constsucted.

Both '1and" and 'landscape" have become resourcist
terms; the dominant assumptions underlying them are strigtly
utilitarian. However, they are necessary terms in the discourse
of change; they ae needed to eyoke the respect and caring that
must churterize an ecoc€ntic approach. It is tbrough personal
and not commercial experience of The l:nd tbat those posi-
tive meanings wi.ll come to predominate. What land meaos to
people depends on their experience of that to which it points.

SYSTEM [noun]
In recent attempts to express a non-reductionistic, non-

mechanistic view, the idea ftat Natue is a '3ystern," or a sys-
t€m of "ecosystems, " has been put forrh in the hope that it will
convey a more holistic and relational view. The idea of a sys-
tem is meant to express the interrelatedness of various elernents
which together constitute a whole.2?

The essential contradiction in ftis word is that it comes
from a domain that is ultimately reductionistic, mecbanistic,
quandtative and abstacted from living reality: cybem€tics and
general systerns theory, whose inception was motivated by war-

time demands. and whose con-
cerns were tecbnological.a What
makes tbe word troublesome is
its association with these do-
mains, and-along with tenns
such as 'lntenelated." "com-
plex,"'hetrvork," and "infonaa-
tion"-its increasing linguistic
dominance over other descrip-
tions of Nanue. This is nost evi-
dent in scientfic ecology, itself so problematic. As Donald
Worster says, "a more sophisticated and enduring form of
mechanism is tbat which explains all nanre as a system of
matter in motion, entirely subject to the laws of physics md
chemistry.'2e

It may seem literal !o say that Nan[€ ,J a "system," but
tbat is a rcsult of the word having become so much a part of
everyday discouse, and in so doing becming a vague, albeit
sophisticated and positive sormding ab8factiofl. Whereas a
system may be practically analyzed and de,scribed, Na[re cm-
not. Nature is much more than a system.

Furthermore, contained in the idea of a "system" is the
idea of contol. So, if we see Nanrre as a system, we arc not far
from seeing ourselves ftumans) as the mntsollers, thus legiti-
matitrg further 'lnanagement" of Naiue.ro

WILDERNESS [nom]
Being somewhat like 'banue" in its multi-faceted char-

acter, '$ilderness" is both a problematic and necessaqr word
at this time. It is problematic because of is ambiguities, diver-
gent cootrotations, and dualistic and reifying implications.

To begin with, what exacily the word refers to is unc€r-
tain, since definitions of wildemess inevitably involve arbitray
criteria. For exmple, wilderness is typically considered m aea
of land where humans only visit, and which they have not
greatly altered from its 'batual sta!e," whatever tbat is. This,
however, does not set anything more than a vague definition
on the conc€pt. How mrch impact would humans have to make
for an area to no longer be considered a wilderness? If any
human effect on a place precludes it from being considacd a
wildemess, then there is no place on Earth worthy of the label,
since we now know, for example, that chemicals such as DDT
are found in the flesh of beings everywhere. We qan get the
drift of such a dehnition of wildemess, but it will always be a
relative temr. Just as we do not know what Nanrre is. we do
not know what wildemess is, other than ow specifrc expri-
ence of it.

lnWildcrness and the bnericat MindRffck Nash sug-
gests that the idea of wild beings and wild places (wildemess)
was a consequence of the advent of herding and agdculhle
aboui 15,000 years ago. According to him, prior to tbat there
was no dualism befireen humans and Natu€. However, with
domestication a distinction between the wild and the tame was
made, so as he says: "civilization created wildemess.'8t The

&
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word 'lvildemess " is thus suggestive of a separatiou of humans
from Natwei it is dualistic in tbat it posits wildemess as that
which is unaltered by humans. Yet, prior to the arrival of Eu-
ropeans on Turde Island, millions ofhurnans lived here as part
of what we would consider a wildemess, and they did not have
a concept of wildemess as such.

In addition to these denotative problems, the values that
adhere to the word 'lvildemess" are also uncleax, and range
across the spectmm from fear and animosity to love and ad-
miration. Alan Drengson swns this up:

Tlie concept of wild.erness for humans has both positive
a d negqtive connotalia ns,for sometirnes "wilderrcss" snnds
fur a state ofbeing uncivilized, bst, untdmed,wild, rnlearned,
& uncontrollable, and so it is feued,for this wil.demess as rov
nafire qlso eists within w as part ol our biological and his-
nrical heringe. In addition, it stanh outsidz of us qa sore-
thing totalu a .wholly Other thentle human built. Widemess
hss stoodfor the diakclital opposite of everythtng tha] civili-
zalion and. artifciality represent. And yet there is another view
of wiueness whirh sees it as a healw plece, as the place of
saoed. groves, as a land with awill ol its own.e

For the most part, ir this society the word's connotations
move people to want to "develop" (i.e., kill) wild places, but
tbat may be changing as auinrdes change.

Furthemrore, 'hildemess" comes across as a thing, ralher
tban a process. As with so many of oru words for talking about
Nature, it is a refication. We night be better to speak of the
quality of 'lvildness," seeing it as a matter of degree, than try-
ing to delimit the wildemess.33

Even though it may be dualistic and have negative con-
notations for many, we need the word 'kilderness" to identify
wbatis ofimmediate conc€rn: those aspects ofNature tlrathave
not been significantly humanized. In the long mn, we may be
able to do away witl the word, preferring to see wildness as a
flowing and positive quality in ourselves and in non-human
Nature. Perbaps even more than that, we could recognize '\ril-
demess," as Jay Vest has discovered, as meaning will-of-the-
land.3a

VIILD [adjective, nour]
'TVild" is a nonn for those who advocate for Nahue. and

an obstacle to civilization for those who fear Nature. It may b€
an adjective describing a state of being, as in 'kild forests," or
less often it may be a thing, as in 'the wild. " The condition of
being wild, at least for non-human Nature, is what Nature ad
vocates want to see more of; it is what Nan[e is. Wildness is
antithetical to domestication, wild to tarne.

For others, however, '\rild" means uncivfized and uncon-
tollable md is an undesirable quality. Because of this, the wodd
bas be{ome pejorated.

One of the other problems with this word is that it sug-
gests ar absolute. Thus, in ihis view, for something to be '\ryild,"
it must not bave been allected by human activity. Not only is
this now impossible given tlrc pervasiveness of chemical pol-
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lution, but it is also dualistic, since it implies tbat merc human
presence makes wildness disappear.

Defining what is 'hild" is akin to defining what is "natu-
ral"; both present great difficulties and potential pidatls. It miglrt
therefore be more useful to think of wild as being a mattef, of
degree: think in terms of relative wildness.

These are but a few of the most important words in the
corservation environmental discourse. My interpretations and
criticisms of them have been speculative. I have spoken from
the position of one who advocates an ecoc€ntic and experien-
tial sense of Nature, and have suggested that existing words
may be contadictory to this position. Undoubtedly some read-
ers will disagree with my comments, and I would hope to hear
their voices. A careful dialogue about the meanings of our
words can only help make our advocacy more effective.
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